SVEROK AND THE GAMING HOBBY
– ABOUT US AND OUR HOBBIES

OUR HOBBIES
TABLETOP GAMES
Board games: Open the box and bring
out all the markers, figures, cards and
coins. Let your strategies carry you to
a win, with or against your friends, at a
board game which can take either a few
minutes or the whole night.
Role-playing games (RPG): You sit
around a table with an adventure and
your character descriptions in front of
you. From these characters you conjure
fantastic tales, with your imagination as
your main tool – and only limit.
Collectible card games: As a player,
you build your own deck of cards and
challenge other players to duels where
you will sharpen your strategic thinking.
You might be attracted by the collecting
of cards, or by the tactical elements of
the duels.
Miniature games: Miniature gamers
build, paint and play with their historic,
fantasy and sci-fi miniatures. Look
forward to lots of tactics, rules, maths,
creativity and painting techniques.

DIGITAL GAMES
Digital games: Computers, gaming
consoles and phones are necessary
in order to play with others over the
internet, on a network or in front of a TV.
Esports: Dedicated practice, cooperation
and mental strength are key components
to succeeding in esports. In Sweden you
will find some of the best esports teams
in the world within this rapidly growing
field.

LIVE GAMES
Live action role-playing games (LARP):
You mix role-playing with drama and
take on a character and a new world.
Play an elf, a post-apocalyptic survivor,
or why not the classic vampire?
Airsoft, laser games and paintball:
The main objective is to win against
the opposing team by neutralizing the
other team’s players. The games are
often physically demanding, and can be
played inside as well as outside.
Live games: In live games, the
participants’ engagement and physical
participation are key to the game.

GAMING CULTURE
East Asian popular culture: If you are
interested in East Asian culture, you
can dive deep into a field which covers
everything from video games and anime
to cosplay and Asian languages.
Cosplay: In cosplay you can see fabulous
creations where cosplayers might have
sewn, created, painted and polished
all parts of their costumes down to the
smallest detail. If you want to bring
your cosplaying to the next level, you
can also perform a small scene which
really showcases the personality of your
character.
Fantasy and science fiction: Book
clubs, movie nights and discussion
groups form the core of the activities
around fantasy and science fiction, with
themes inspired by movies, TV series
and literature. You can have your very
own Harry Potter or Sindarin club, or
maybe a Star Trek club.

SVEROK AND THE GAMING HOBBY
Sverok is one of the largest youth
organizations in Sweden with around
80 000 members in thousands of clubs
and associations around the country.
Our members play all types of games,
from board games, RPG:s and miniature
games, to LARP and cosplay, computer
games and video games. They are also
involved in genres like fantasy, science
fiction and East Asian popular culture.
Our members run their clubs on their
own terms. Sverok is always ready to
provide support if they have questions
about how to organize a club or about
games.
Sverok supports the members in the
development of their interests and
hobbies, for example by providing
financial aid, organizing fantastic events
and activities, as well as providing
opportunities for training and insurance
plans.
The members hold the power in Sverok

and decide what type of activities should
be run during the year.
Sverok has a map service, spelkartan.
se, where you can find gaming clubs and
local events such as LAN:s, conventions,
craft meetups and game nights.
Everyone is welcome to join an existing
club, or to create a new one! Do you
want to know more about Sverok or how
to start a new club?
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SVEROK
The Swedish Gaming Federation
Our members organize themselves
in clubs, where they gather, develop
and spread the culture of games and
gaming. The main activities are esports,
LAN, cosplay, RPG, LARP, miniature
games and tabletop games, among
many others. Sverok actively works
to promote gaming culture and make
it accessible to as many people as
possible.

Find a club near you at spelkartan.se
Get started at starta.sverok.se

On all social media you will find us at Sverok

